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The first influence that we notice in their dishes, concurring with their training in the cooking school, is the French, which has evolved and has been filled with techniques and products from other settings and countries. Francesc Eiximenis, Auguste Escoffier, Henri-Paul Pellaprat, Ignasi Domnech, Alain Chapel, Frdi Girardet, Michel Gurard, Georges Blanc, Ferrn Agull, Manuel
Vzqiez Montalbn, Nestor Lujn, Josep Pla, Eliana Thibaut, Colman Andrews, Xavier Domingo, Josep Lladonosa, Jaume Fbrega, Santi Santamaria, Narcs Camadira and Ferran Adri are just some of the references, which are added to the readings of works such as The Book of Sent Sov, Corpus of Catalan cuisine, The Secrets of Angelo Corvittos ice cream, and Nature by Albert Adri,
among others. I Segreti del Gelato, Angelo Covitto This is an excellent textbook aimed at gelato production. Its bilingual, with the main text in Italian, and smaller-type English translations; I find its a little slow finding my way around in English. Corvito defines gelato as lower-fat ice creams, served at a relatively soft consistency. This constitutes a stylistic bent, but the
fundamentals are the same as with any ice cream, giving his book a broad appeal. Notable to anyone with more restricted ideas of what constitutes gelato, Corvitto includes both custard-based and non-custard-based formulas. Il Gelato Angelo Corvitto Software The first influence that we notice in their dishes, concurring with their training in the cooking school, is the French,
which has evolved and has been filled with techniques and products from other settings and countries. Francesc Eiximenis, Auguste Escoffier, Henri-Paul Pellaprat, Ignasi Domnech, Alain Chapel, Frdi Girardet, Michel Gurard, Georges Blanc, Ferrn Agull, Manuel Vzqiez Montalbn, Nestor Lujn, Josep Pla, Eliana Thibaut, Colman Andrews, Xavier Domingo, Josep Lladonosa, Jaume
Fbrega, Santi Santamaria, Narcs Camadira and Ferran Adri are just some of the references, which are added to the readings of works such as The Book of Sent Sov, Corpus of Catalan cuisine, The Secrets of Angelo Corvittos ice cream, and Nature by Albert Adri, among others.
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Finally, Palumbo published his Buon Ice Cream, a Lone Ranger approach to his craft. He wrote recipes, but were devoid of cooking techniques, and could even be interpreted as recipes for ice cream museums. In the style of some of the kitchen recipes in this book, he has listed ingredients in a capsule, and left it to the cook to assemble them. The Crepes and Brioche recipes
follow a similar format. The chapter with an Italian stamp, La Locanda, has a similar flavor. And there is Ton Ton, an exclusive ice cream shop in New Orleans, where Palumbo has cooked ice cream. Finally, in The Gelato Dining Guide, Palumbos organized the world of gelato into basic categories, and, notably, labeled the flavors he makes. The book goes furthest in listing
flavors. We are developing the Linux (based) dynamic benchmarking utility BUCKETS to perform incremental "dynamic" benchmarking of both the performance and the scalability of Linux benchmark application servers. The key parts of this project include: 1. A Java-based wrapper for the current LIMS system of the High Energy Physics Accelerator Center (HEPAC) and 2.
Development of the Linux benchmarks wrapper which can be used to dynamically benchmark Apache HTTP Server, the current web server used by HEPAC. The LIMS system measures the performance of the accelerator control software and the HEPAC web server. We expect to model the LIMS software to give the same performance and scalability estimates as would be

determined from the web server using the old BUCKETS utility. Modifying the current BUCKETS to the new LIMS modeling will provide the same estimate of performance and scalability as the previous BUCKETS, thus allowing us to compare "state of the art" Web server configuration to HEPAC's old configuration. 5ec8ef588b
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